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OFFICIAL LAUNCH CELEBRATIONS
BORGO PIGNANO ART GALLERY
VOLTERRA 16TH OCTOBER 2016

To celebrate the official launch of Borgo Pignano’s new Art Gallery the
Pignano estate will be hosting an afternoon of culture where you can view a
collection of inspiring art and sculpture whilst sampling some of the region’s
finest contemporary wines, all accompanied by enchanting music and a
modern ballet performance.
AN AFTERNOON OF ART & WINE
ART GALLERY BORGO PIGNANO
Sunday, 16 October 2016*
3:00 - 7:00 pm
WWW.BORGOPIGNANO.COM
PR Contact: Sharon Kilby, Arthouse PR, cel: 00 39 334 5995702 info@arthouse-pr.com
images available at: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/rb3gvo6u0jigzic/AAAmIYqDAZW7HsM8Uo8FH8sa?dl=0

EVENT Programme:
VITALITA ART EXHIBITION
GUIDED GALLERY VISIT WITH ARTISTS: OLGA NIESCIER & ANDREA ROGGI
Borgo Pignano is a natural magnet for artists, where its serene environment
offers true inspiration for both creating and exhibiting. The new Pignano Art
Gallery provides a tranquil setting in which to immerse yourself in the beauty of
contemporary art.
The launch of the gallery features ‘Vitalità’ a unique exhibition of
contemporary paintings and sculptures by Olga Niescier and Andrea Roggi.
Vitalità is an evolving project founded on the ardent and vivid artistic dialogue
and friendship between Olga and Andrea whose creative visions subtly and
profoundly complement each other, as each explores the vital energies which
permeate and inform our human experience. The unfolding discourse of their
work unites the two artists in an inspiring exchange of energy and vitality.
www.vitalita.altervista.org

CONTEMPORARY WINE
PRESENTATION OF THE BEST ORGANIC WINES FROM TUSCANY
CONTEMPORARY WINE – is an inspiring young organisation promoting and
celebrating Tuscany’s finest organic and biodynamic wines. Combining fine
wine, gourmet food, art, music and culture, Contemporary Wine’s unique
wine-tasting experiences each feature over 30 of the region’s finest wine
producers. Events take place in the most elegant and atmospheric locations
throughout Tuscany where wine enthusiasts can sample excellent wines and
meet producers and sommeliers. At the Art and Wine event hosted by Borgo
Pignano you will find wines from some of the region’s most prestigious organic
producers such as Tenuta della Luia from Certaldo who will be showcasing
their award winning wines including the 2012 Merlot. Visitors can also sample
an exceptional Vernaccia from Casa Lucii, San Gimigano and biodynamic
wines from Azienda Agrobiodinamica, Casale.
www.contemporarywine.it
www.facebook.com/ContemporaryWine.it

LIVEMUSIC
THE GANDHARVA PROJECT, KEVIN MUCAJ - violin
BAROQUE VIOLIN MEETS ETHNIC INSTRUMENTS
The Gandharva Project, is formed by musicians Simone Solazzo and Patrick
Castrovinci. Their ethereal ethnic style seamlessly blends ancient sounds of
Indian, Arab and Middle Eastern music with futuristic influences and modern
instruments. Kevin Mucaj is a respected violinist and has been a concertmaster
of various international orchestras and string quartets in some of Tuscany’s most
salubrious locations.
CONTEMPORARYBALLET
AXE BALLET – IMPROVISED MODERN PERFORMANCE
Founded by Antonella Tronci, the Axe Ballet Company performs an enchanting
fusion of modern and contemporary work with a unique interpretative style. An
award winning ballet dancer Antonella is also a respected choreographer
having participated in many competitions and dance events in Italy.
www.axeballet.com

__________________________________________________________________________
BORGO PIGNANO
Loc. Pignano, 6 | Volterra
www.borgopignano.com
tel. +39.0588.35032
information about the event:
tel. +39.338.117.9741, +39.345.158.1209
for updates please follow us on:
www.vitalita.altervista.org
www.facebook.com/ContemporaryWine.it
* in case of bad weather the event will be held indoors
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